Abstract-In this paper, we deal with noncoherent detection of a digitally phasor block-modulated signal in the additive white Gaussian noise channel when a direct-current (DC) offset is present in the receiver baseband processing. By processing the received baseband signal block by block, a generalized linear transform is used to remove the offset prior to data detection, thereby releasing the succeeding detection process from the threat of DC offset. Operating on transform output blocks, a generalized maximum-likelihood scheme is developed for noncoherent data detection without a priori knowledge of channel amplitude and phase. When all the signaling blocks are confined within the space expanded by the basis vectors obtained from the offset-removal transform matrix, the proposed detection scheme can exploit the advantage of performing data detection and estimation on channel amplitude and phase jointly in the maximum-likelihood sense. It is analytically shown that the block detection scheme provides the bit error performance asymptotically approaching that of the corresponding ideal coherent phase-shift-keyed (PSK) detection in the absence of DC offset when the block length is increased. An iterative detection scheme is also modified from the block detection scheme to simplify the realization complexity. Both block and iterative detection schemes are shown to outperform the conventional training-sequence-aided PSK detection scheme under the same transmission throughput efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
N certain wireless communication circumstances, the receiver is disturbed by the presence of a direct-current (DC) offset in the baseband processing when an unwanted constant or slowly time-varying offset is generated after converting the received waveform down to baseband. For most of cases, a DC offset is present at baseband when a tone on carrier frequency is processed in association with the desired waveform during down conversion. This may occur in applications where a pilot tone is purposely transmitted with the modulation waveform to enable tone calibration and thus assist signal reception at the receiver [1] - [4] , where an interfering or jamming tone is unfriendly received with the desired signal [5] - [7] , and where a carrier tone signal is leaked from the receiver local oscillator to the receiver frontend and reflected off the antenna when the direct-conversion receiver architecture is used [8] - [14] . In some communication circuits, a DC offset may also be induced when there exists transistor mismatch in the signal path following the down converter [8] .
In practical applications, the redundant DC offset is detrimental to signal demodulation and has to be compensated for or removed by appropriate designs. By shaping the transmitted signaling waveform spectrally (e.g., using a signal spectrum with a notch on carrier frequency [1] , [2] ) or temporally (e.g., using a pulse with zero DC [3] ), the DC offset can be completely eliminated by deliberatively filtering the received waveform in the receiver. Because the signaling waveform is shaped with constraints, spectral efficiency is inevitably traded off by this stream of approaches. Another stream of approaches is to eliminate or reduce to some extent the DC offset by careful frontend design [8] , [9] , e.g., using alternating-current (AC) coupling filters in the down conversion process. The trade-off is that the receiver complexity is raised by using more analog circuits. In addition, the use of AC coupling places a constraint on nulling the DC of the signal spectrum and hence trades off the spectral efficiency. Except waveform shaping or frontend processing, the DC offset may also be taken care of in the baseband signal processing. Most of approaches in this stream are to estimate and then compensate for the DC offset by virtue of adaptive filtering or least square approaches [10] - [14] . In particular, the training-sequence-aided (TSA) approaches in [13] - [14] , which estimate DC offset and channel response in the prefix training sequence and then make data detection with the aid of the estimates in the suffix data sequence, are shown to provide satisfactory error performance in various fading environments. Since training sequences are used, loss in both spectral and power efficiencies results. To reduce the loss, each suffix data sequence has to be made as long as possible. This requires that both DC offset and channel response remain constant over a long processing window.
This paper is concerned with a new baseband processing approach that can be used for broader applications where both DC offset and channel response are only required to remain constant over a short processing window. The proposed approach manipulates the signal block by block and works under the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel and the environment that both DC offset and channel response remain constant over each block.
1 Section II models the received baseband signal in conjunction with DC offset. By processing the received signal block by block, a generalized transform matrix is used to remove the offset completely and, thereby, releases the succeeding data detection from the threat of DC offset. Applying the principle of the generalized likelihood ratio test [15] on the transform output, a noncoherent block detection scheme is designed in conjunction with a new block modulation format to perform data detection and channel estimation jointly. The design process consists of two steps, namely implicit channel estimation (Section III) and noncoherent data detection using simultaneous channel estimation (Section IV). Assuming that the signaling block is known a priori to the receiver, the maximum-likelihood (ML) scheme operating on the transform output is developed in Section III to provide the joint estimates of channel amplitude and phase. It is analytically found that the estimation performance prevalence can be achieved when both real and imaginary parts of the signaling block belong to a vector space S M expanded by M basis vectors obtained from the transform matrix. Taking advantage of this property, a new digital phasor block modulation format is proposed in Section IV to allow for noncoherent data detection using simultaneous channel estimation. The basic idea is to modulate at the transmitter multiple L-ary constant-modulus data phasors with the basis vectors in S M and demodulate at the receiver the blockmodulated signal by the proposed block detection scheme. In the block detection scheme, the ML estimates of channel amplitude and phase are made implicitly for each candidate signaling block and used as the tentative channel values to assist the data detection. Since the real and imaginary parts of all the signaling blocks belong to S M , the amplitude and phase estimates corresponding to the correct signaling block are optimized and thereby benefit the detection performance. The proposed block detection scheme is analyzed in terms of bit error probability (BEP). An iterative detection scheme is also modified from the block detection scheme to simplify the realization complexity. Both block and iterative schemes are shown to outperform the conventional TSA scheme in [13] . Section V concludes the paper.
II. DC OFFSET ELIMINATION
Consider the baseband communication system where the filtering is evenly split between transmitter and receiver so that the overall channel satisfies the first Nyquist condition. Filtering the received waveform through a matched filter and sampling at the right time instants yields the received block
Here, ρ and θ are the channel amplitude and phase which are assumed to be constant but otherwise unknown, with ρ ≥ 0 and θ ∈ [−π, π). The samples ξ k 's model the DC 2 In the paper, the boldface lower letter denotes a column vector and the boldface upper letter a matrix. Superscripts t, * and h denote the transpose, the complex conjugate and the conjugate transpose, respectively. offset emerging from oscillator leakage, tone interference, tone jamming, pilot tone, and/or transistor mismatch. The offset is assumed to remain constant over K consecutively received samples so that ξ k = ξ. n k 's describe the noise samples which are independent and identically distributed, circularly symmetric complex Gaussian random variables with mean zero and 
for all m. 3 Equivalently, the transform output can be written as
where the resultant M × 1 noise vector u is a complexvalued Gaussian random vector [16] which has zero mean vector and covariance matrices E{uu
It is further constrained that Ga is not a null vector so that the necessary signaling information is preserved with z. Evidently, the succeeding processes operating on z can be conducted without being affected by DC offset.
In the paper, Λ is assumed to be positive definite and have positive eigenvalues λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ M in decreasing order (i.e.,λ 1 ≥ λ 2 ≥ ... ≥ λ M > 0). This is possible only when M < K because the rank of G is less than K due to the imposed constraint (2) . We thus consider M < K throughout. Within this assumption, Λ, its inverse Λ −1 , and G can be expressed by taking advantage of eigenvalue and singular value decompositions [16] as
where E = [e 1 , e 2 , ..., e M ] is the M × M real-valued unitary matrix with the mth column e m being the eigenvector of Λ corresponding to eigenvalue
We shall proceed our discussion hereinafter using these notations.
III. IMPLICIT CHANNEL ESTIMATION
Operating on z, we are interested in the design of the signaling block a which allows for noncoherent data detection performing simultaneous implicit channel estimation. To begin with, we consider here the ML estimation of ρ and θ based on z, assuming that a is known a priori. The resultant estimates will be then used implicitly in the noncoherent detection scheme designed in next section. 4 Given ρ, θ and a, z is a complex Gaussian random vector [16] with the probability density
The ML estimates ρ and θ are obtained by finding the arguments of ρ and θ that maximize p(z|ρ, θ, a) jointly, as
for θ ∈ [−π, π) where U and V are defined by
Note that U is strictly positive since Ga is not a null vector.
As implied in (6), the performance of ρ and θ depends on the formats for a and G and deserves further investigation.
A) Estimation Performance Evaluation:
The estimation performance is characterized in terms of the estimation mean and the mean square estimation error (MSE). Because V is a linear transform of the complex Gaussian vector z, it is a complex Gaussian vector. It thus follows that the joint probability density of ρ and θ is given by
for ρ ≥ 0 and θ ∈ [−π, π). This density is exactly the joint probability density of the amplitude and phase (in the polar form) of a circularly symmetric complex- 
where
is the Gaussian tail integral and I n (x) is the nth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind [18, eq. 2-1-120]. Since θ is unbiased, its MSE is given by
The Cramér-Rao bound (CRB) that provides a fundamental lower bound (for an unbiased estimate) to M SE θ is given by M SE θ ≥ CRB θ with
From (9) and (12), both M SE θ and CRB θ are found to depend only on the sole measure Fig. 1 gives M SE θ and CRB θ with respect to Γ. As shown, M SE θ decreases monotonically when Γ increases and approaches to CRB θ when Γ is above 10 dB. Since θ is unbiased and M SE θ approaches to zero as Γ goes to infinity, θ is asymptotically consistent [15] with Γ.
It is seen from (10) and (11) that the performance of ρ depends strongly on the true amplitude value ρ. To compare the relative estimation accuracies for different amplitude levels, we consider here the performance characteristics of ρ normalized by ρ. Specifically, the normalized mean E{ ρ}/ρ and the
are taken into account. Investigating (10) and (11), both E{ ρ}/ρ and M SE ρ /ρ 2 are found to depend only on Γ, as is the case with M SE θ and CRB θ . Fig.  2 shows the results of E{ ρ}/ρ with respect to Γ. Evidently, ρ is biased and it becomes asymptotically unbiased when Γ gets larger. If ρ was unbiased, M SE ρ /ρ 2 could be lower bounded by the CRB (for an unbiased estimate) as 5 The Fisher information matrix of the estimation problem with p(z|ρ, θ, a) is diagonal so that the CRB's for unbiased estimates of ρ and θ are separable [19] , [20] . which also depends only on Γ. Since ρ is asymptotically unbiased, CRB ρ /ρ 2 provides a good approximation of the lower bound for M SE ρ /ρ 2 when Γ is large. Fig. 3 shows
is found to decrease monotonically when Γ increases and approaches to CRB ρ /ρ 2 when Γ is above 10 dB. Because E{ ρ}/ρ approaches to one and M SE ρ /ρ 2 approaches to zero as Γ goes to infinity, ρ is asymptotically consistent with Γ.
It is interesting to compare the performance of ρ and θ with the CRB performance for unbiased amplitude and phase estimates, denoted by ρ u and θ u , of an unmodulated signal received in the ideal AWGN channel without DC offset. Because neither data symbols nor DC offset is involved in the estimation process, the CRB's for ρ u and θ u are regarded as the benchmark results of the MSE's that can be achieved by ρ and θ. Based on the signal model in (1) with signaling symbols and DC offset removed, i.e., a k = 1 and ξ k = 0 for all k, the CRB's for ρ u and θ u are obtained as
which depend only on the average block SNR Kγ. Note that the value 1/(2Kγ) differs from the common CRB value 1/(2Γ) in (12) and (13) exactly by the factor W/U which depends on a and G. Therefore, when Γ is large, the asymptotic MSE characteristics of ρ/ρ and θ approach to (W/U )-fold the common CRB of ρ u /ρ and θ u . It is noted that the factor W/U is not smaller than one for all permissible forms of a and G. When a and G are optimized, W/U is shown in the following to reach its minimum value and thereby the benchmark CRB results in (14) are asymptotically achieved by ρ/ρ and θ. B) Design of Signaling Block a and Transform G: As shown previously, the performance characteristics of θ and ρ/ρ depend only on the sole measure Γ = (Kγ)· (U/W ). The larger the value of Γ, the better performance both estimates provide. Therefore, for a fixed block SNR Kγ, the estimation performances improve proportionally to U/W . Since the ratio U/W depends only on a and G, both a and G can be optimized in the sense that U/W is maximized. Such an optimization is given below.
Rewrite U and W in terms of the rectangular form a = Re{a} + jIm{a} as
Here, G t Λ −1 G is a K × K symmetric real matrix and can be simplified from (4) as
where 
with
). As a result, the optimized performance characteristics of θ and ρ/ρ are found to depend only on Γ max = Kγ when the signaling block a is limited to the form
To realize the estimation mechanism, the transform G needs to be properly designed. In addition to the offset-removal constraint (2) and the constraint that GG t is positive definite, the third constraint that none of the columns in G is a null vector is also pragmatically imposed on the permissible forms of G so that all received samples in r are processed after the offset-removal transform. In general, there are infinitely many forms of G satisfying these constraints. Two examples with M = K − 1 are given here. Table I lists the transform G and the associated matrices Λ, Λ −1 , E, D and Q M for both examples. These associated matrices were obtained after quoting the properties of Green, Jacobi and inter-class correlation matrices in [21] and are useful in realizing the signaling block a in (21) and the estimates θ and ρ in (6). Specifically, z and r are related by
in Example One, and
in Example Two. Because the differences of the received samples in the same block are taken, both transforms (22) and (23) are obviously capable of completely eliminating the DC offset when the offset remains constant over K consecutive samples. Since the differences of two consecutive samples are used, transform (22) can be further applied to other scenarios where the DC offset remains constant over an interval of two or slightly more samples and varies gradually between intervals.
IV. NONCOHERENT BLOCK DETECTION USING SIMULTANEOUS CHANNEL ESTIMATION
In the section, a noncoherent block detection scheme operating on z is designed in conjunction with a digital phasor block modulation format to perform data detection and implicit channel estimation jointly. The modulation format (21) is adopted here to optimize the performance of the implicit channel estimation corresponding to a correct signaling block. Specifically, with a prescribed G, both real and imaginary parts of the signaling block a belong to S M and are jointly modulated in the form a = Q M φ where φ [φ 1 , φ 2 , ..., φ M ] t is the data phasor block to be detected, with φ m ∈ A {exp{j2πl/L}} L−1 l=0 . By signaling so, the received amplitude ρ is related to the average symbol SNR γ by ρ 2 = Kγ/M . Further, it is assumed that K > M ≥ 2 and L is an integer power of two.
Operating on z, the decision φ is determined by the argument of φ which maximizes max ρ,θ p(z|ρ, θ, a) . Note that this rule is an application of the generalized likelihood ratio test argument in [15] . Structurally, the rule can be regarded as the ML decision of φ using the tentative ML estimates of ρ and θ which are made for all candidate signaling blocks. The tentative ML estimates of ρ and θ have exactly the same form as in (6) . Since the real and imaginary parts of all candidate signaling blocks belong to S M , the tentative estimates of ρ and θ corresponding to the correct signaling block can provide the best estimation in forming the test metric in the case, thereby benefiting the detection performance. This justifies the use of modulation format Q M φ for constructing a.
Because − ln(x) decreases with increasing x, the decision rule is tantamount to minimizing min ρ,θ {− ln p(z|ρ, θ, a)}. Discarding terms that are irrelevant to the decision, the rule simplifies to φ = arg max
Here, B is the family of all candidate data phasor blocks. The metric V (φ) is as defined by (7) and can be simplified by using (20) to
Note that the rule (24) can not differentiate between φ and χφ with χ a complex scalar. Thus, if both φ and χφ belong to B, the rule (24) will result in decision ambiguity. To avoid the ambiguity, we fix the first phasor φ 1 in all data phasor blocks to a constant phasor. Without loss of generality, the constant phasor is set to one since it does not influence the decision operation nor the error performance. In the case, the family B consists of L M−1 distinguishable data phasor blocks of the form Table I are used, κ bits of information are conveyed every block and γ b = Kγ/κ, with κ (K − 2) log 2 L. If DC offset and channel response remain constant over an interval of K received samples and vary arbitrarily between intervals, 6 then κ/K bits/symbol is the best transmission rate that can be achieved. When K is fixed, M = K − 1 is the best choice for setting M in view of transmission throughput efficiency. In the case, the maximum rate of log 2 L bits/symbol can be asymptotically achieved if a large K is permitted of use. Table I . Two design examples for the transform G with M = K − 1 and its associated matrices.
Example One
Example T wo 
, m > 1 and m > k
, otherwise
A) BEP Analysis on Block Detection Scheme:
The exact BEP expression for rule (24) with general values of L and M is difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. An upper bound is, however, achievable based on the same union bound argument of [22, eq. 7 .67] and is given here. Let φ and φ be the transmitted and detected phasor blocks, respectively. From the union bound argument, an upper bound to the BEP of rule (24) is given by
where D H (φ, φ) represents the Hamming distance between the binary representations of blocks φ and φ, and Pr{|V ( φ)| 2 > |V (φ)| 2 |φ} denotes the pairwise error probability that |V ( φ)| 2 is greater than |V (φ)| 2 when φ was indeed transmitted. Given that φ was transmitted, since V (φ) and V ( φ) are both linear functions of complex Gaussian vector z, they are jointly complex Gaussian random variables. It thus follows that |V ( φ)| 2 − |V (φ)| 2 , when φ was transmitted, is a special case of the general quadratic form of [18, Appendix B, eq. (B-1)] and the pairwise error probability can be derived accordingly as
where Q(x, y) is Marcum's Q function [18, eq. 2.1.123] and
The parameter δ is related to decision error by
Note that the upper bound (27) depends on the parameters M , L and γ b , but has nothing to do with the block length K. When the family B is binary (i.e., M = L = 2), the expression in (27) is indeed equal to the exact BEP. We obtain from (30) that δ = 0 for all pairs (φ, φ) with φ = φ, and thus from (29) that α = 0 and
, we have from (27) and (28) that
which is inferior exactly by 3.01 dB to the well-known BEP result [18, eq. 5-2-69] of the two-symbol differential detection of the differentially encoded binary phase-shift-keyed (PSK) signal in the ideal AWGN channel (without DC offset). When B is nonbinary, the bound (27) can be used to evaluate the BEP characteristics of rule (24) for arbitrary bitsto-blocks code mapping scheme for φ. If phasors φ 2 , ..., φ M are assumed to be encoded independently by the Gray code mapping scheme of bits to phasors [18] , the bound can be further simplified for the large SNR condition, as follows.
It is well known that the probability of the form (28) decreases as α decreases and β increases [22, eqs. 7 .68 and 7.69]. Since α and β vary with |δ| in reverse trends, the pairwise error probability decreases when |δ| decreases. Thus, as γ b is large enough, the bound in (27) is asymptotically dominated by those terms with the largest |δ| value, denoted by |δ| max . Since 0 < |δ| max < M, β > α is guaranteed for those pairs (φ, φ) yielding |δ| max . In the case, if we use the asymptotic expressions [22, eqs. 7 .76 and 7.87]
the pairwise error probability (28) corresponding to the pairs (φ, φ) yielding |δ| max can be approximated for a large γ b by P(|δ| max ), with P(x) defined by
(34) When γ b is large, P(|δ| max ) decreases more rapidly with γ b increased if a larger M − |δ| max is used, and vice versa. Thus, when γ b is large, (27) can be asymptotically approximated by
where D H,max is the accumulated Hamming distance corresponding to the set of the pairs (φ, φ) yielding |δ| max . Observing (30), the largest |δ| value is obviously given by 
where ζ = 1 if M = 2 and ζ = 2 if M > 2. Using (36) and (37) in (35) yields an approximate BEP bound to rule (24). This approximate expression is especially useful when the size of family B is very large and thenceforth the bound (27) becomes too cumbersome to compute. When γ b is large and L is fixed, the approximate BEP bound (35) decreases as M increases. For a fixed block length K, it is thus natural to set M by its largest possible value, i.e., M = K − 1, in that both the highest transmission rate κ/K bits/symbol and the prevalence in asymptotic error performance can be simultaneously achieved. This further implies that the transforms with M = K − 1, as given in Table I , are prevailing in practical use.
Under the ideal circumstance that the DC offset remains constant for an infinitely long time, the asymptotic BEP bound is obtained by setting M → ∞ in (35) as
which is exactly two-fold the approximate BEP of Graylabeled LPSK with coherent detection in the absence of DC offset, given by [18, eq. 5-2-62] . This indicates that the proposed block detection scheme can provide the BEP performance approaching that of Gray-labeled LPSK with ideal coherent detection by increasing M .
Figs. 4-6 give the BEP results obtained by use of the exact BEP (31), the approximate bounds (35) and (38), and also from simulation for the proposed block detection scheme operating in the presence of constant DC offset with L = 2, 4 and 8, respectively. The BEP results of ideal coherent LPSK Table II . Complexity comparison between block decision rule and iterative decision rule based on the metric V (φ) = φ t D −1/2 E t z * . All matrices φ t D −1/2 E t in the block decision rule and the matrix D −1/2 E t in the iterative decision rule, that are independent of the received vector z, are assumed to be pre-stored and not counted in complexity evaluation. 
Iterative Decision Rule with I Iterations detection are also plotted. All data phasors are assumed to be independently Gray labeled. In the simulation, the transform G in Example One of Table I is Digital simulation has been conducted to evaluate the BEP performance of the iterative detection scheme for demodulating the Gray-labeled data phasor block-modulated signals composed by the transform in Example One of Table I . It is found by the author that the iterative scheme can provide better performance by increasing iterations. Particularly, significant performance improvement is achieved by making final decision at the second iteration than at the first iteration and the improvement become infinitesimal by making final decision after more than three iterations. Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the simulated BEP results of the iterative detection scheme with I = 3 for L = 4 and 8, respectively, and compare the results with the approximate bound results of the block detection scheme. It is shown that the iterative detection scheme provides the performance results only slightly degrading from those of the block detection scheme with the same block length. Moreover, the ultimate performance results of the block detection scheme with an infinite block length can be closely approached by the iterative detection scheme when M ≥ 15.
C) Comparison with Conventional TSA Scheme: Figs. 7 and 8 also compare the BEP characteristics among the proposed schemes and the conventional TSA-LPSK scheme [13] . In the TSA-LPSK scheme, the symbol stream is transmitted in blocks, each block consisting of a sequence of N training symbols followed by a sequence of N (1/R − 1) LPSK data symbols. Both DC offset and channel response are assumed to be constant over each block and estimated in the prefix training sequence by the least square approach in [13, eq. 22] with the training sequence optimized to exhibit a zero average [13, Subsection III.E]. With both DC offset and channel response compensated by the least square estimates [13, eq. 11] , the LPSK detection is conducted in a standard coherent mode on the suffix data sequence. It is found from simulation that the TSA scheme can provide better performance by increasing N and the performance improvement becomes small when N is set larger than six. Note also that the transmission rate (in bits/symbol) is given by (1 − R) log 2 L for the TSA scheme and (1 − 2/(M + 1)) log 2 L for the proposed schemes. With these in mind, we purposely illustrate in Figs. 7 and 8 the BEP comparison among the proposed schemes with M = 15 and the TSA scheme with R = 1/8 and N varied, all with the same transmission throughput efficiency. As shown, the proposed schemes with M = 15 remarkably outperform the TSA scheme with R = 1/8. Because the block length (in symbols) is given by M + 1 for the proposed schemes and N/R for the TSA scheme, the proposed schemes with M = 15 use a block length much smaller than the TSA scheme with N ≥ 4. This implies that the proposed schemes can be used for broader applications where both DC offset and channel response are only required to remain constant over a short processing window.
V. CONCLUSION
In the paper, a generalized linear block transform is employed to counteract the redundant DC offset which may exist in the baseband processing of certain wireless communication receivers. Operating on the transform output, both ML techniques of implicit channel estimation and noncoherent block detection are investigated and analyzed for the AWGN channel. A new digital phasor block modulation format is also designed in conjunction with the noncoherent detection scheme to achieve performance prevalence. When the block length is long enough, the block scheme for noncoherently detecting the Gray-labeled L-ary phasor block-modulated signal in the presence of DC offset is analytically shown to perform comparably with the ideal coherent Gray-labeled LPSK signal detection in the absence of DC offset. To reduce the realization complexity, an iterative detection scheme is also modified from the block detection scheme and shown by simulation to perform comparably with its counterpart block scheme. Both block and iterative detection schemes are shown to outperform the conventional training-sequence-aided PSK detection scheme under the same transmission throughput efficiency, while enabling broader applications where both DC offset and channel response are only required to remain constant over a short processing window.
